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projects are Summarized, and the results are com-
pared herein.	 rhese	 insulation	 s y stems	 are:
(1) Evacuated	 Load-Bearing High-Periormance	 lnsula-
tion l ,	 (2) helium-Purged Double-Goldized Kapton/
Dacron Tuft Mu'tilaver Insulation2 ,	 and	 (3) Helium-
Purged Double-Aluminised Mylar/Silk Net Multilaver
Insulation3 .	 These	 in. l ulativa systems as designed,
fabricated and	 tested,	 &--present a wide range of
dittering appro.lches 	 to a:hieve a common objective;
that of providing a high-performance,	 reusable in-
sulation system capable of withstanding ground-hold
and space-hold	 thermal	 cycling.
Three reusable insulation systems concepts
have been developed for use with cryogenic tanks of
earth-bases space vehicles. TVo concepts utiliz:d
double-goldlzed Kapton (DGK) or double-aluminized
Mylar (DAM) rtultilaver insulation (MLI), while the
third utilize2 a hollow-glass -microsphere, load-
bearing insulation (LBI). All three insulation
systems have recently undergone experimental test-
ing and evaluation under NASA-sponsored programs.
Thermal performance measurements were made under
space-hold (vacuum) conditions tar insulation warm
boundary temperatures of approximatel y 291 K
(524 OR). The resulting effective thermal conduc-
Lively was approximately 8x10' W/m-K (4.6^10-
Btu/hr-ft- oR) tar the MLI systems (liquid hydrogen
test results) and 5.6. 10-4 '4,'m-K (3.110-y Btu'lMt-
ft- oR) for the LBI system (liquid nitrogen test re-
sults corrected to liquid h ydrogen temperature).
The DGK MLI system experienced n maxinncm thermal
degradation of 38 percent, the DAM MLI system
14 percent, and the LBI s ystem 6.; percent due to
repeated thennal cycling repreaentiag typical space
flight conditions. Repeated exposure of the DAM
MLI system to a high humidity environment for per-
iods as long as 8 week, provided a maximum degrada-
tion of only 24 percent. The MLI systems provided
the lowest total s ystem weights (including liquid
hydrogen boilott), assuming moditications ceu'd be
made to the fiberglass fairings and purge bag con-
figurations, when the insulation systems were opti-
mized for a typical 163-hour space mission.
l..r r...i.^.^r i,..•
With the advent of a reusable Space Transpor-
tation System (STS), considerable interest has been
shown toward upper-stage propulsion vehicles and
liquid propellant tanker (or resupply) vehicles
that are themselves reusable for sonic specified
number of space flights	 Some concepts for these
vehicles would require them to be tanced on the
ground prior to launch.	 the vehicle-. might then
typically be flown in both low and '.igh e..rth or-
bits for periods of time ranging from several hours
Lo several hundred hours depending on the require-
ments for each specific space slight. A ter each
space flight, the vehicles would be reLuined t., the
ground for rrturbishment prior to the next space
flight. Among the candidates for such vehicles are
those that utilize cryogenic propellants. For
these vehicles to eff--ctiv--Iv utilize the naxilm nn
energy available trim tl • e cryogenic propellants and
also be cost effective, the Insulation systems that
limit the heat input to the propellant tanks must
have high thermal performance and be reusable.
NASA has been supporting efforts that will
provide needed technology on reusable, high-
performance cryogenic insulation systems. 	 I'his
technology will allow Iuture space vehicle design-
ers to make the necessary decisions that are re-
quired to select a reusable cryogenic insulation
s ystem suitable for a particular application.
111ree such reusable cryogenic insulation system
SPAR Category 15
it should be noted that althuc.i;h comparisons of
Vic various insulation system performance parameter,
ate made herein for one specific space vehicle anti
mission, the actual advantages of one system over
another ma y be determined only when the desired mis-
sion or use is chosen to form the ba:.is for making a
more deLailed comparison. For example, the Load-
Bearing Insulation system, whic•I1 was relatively
heavy and has a relatively high thermal conductivity
under space conditions, may :lave no advantages for
long-term space missions. However, it may be advan-
tageousl y used on short-tern space missions where
the better ground-hold thermal performance provides
mission trade-off benefits that overcome its rela-
tively poorer space-hold thermal performance, or it
nav be advantageousl y aced in the earth's atmosphere
for cryogenically fu.led aircratt, for example.
Also, it might be d,_sirable to incorporate features
of both of the nmlltilayer insulation (MLI) systems
tested to arrive jt an optimum or lower cost insula-
tion s y stem for certain t ypes of space missions.
S \•111b o l s
A area, n2
C. insulation system thermal performance -
t
weight parameter based tin	 insulation sur-
face area, Q.W	 /A-,	 W-kg!m4
I	 i	 i
C, in•.ulction s y stem	 thermal pertormance -
weight parameter based on	 tank surtace
area, Q iW i /A!, W-kg.m4
K insulation effective	 thermal	 conductivity,
(Q I /A I ) [L I /(Tli	TC )]. W/m-K
Q heat input, W
q 2heat	 tlu\,	 Wpm
T temperature,	 K
t	 th ickness, n1
W	 weight, kg
Subscripts:
C	 cold
ll	 hot
i	 insulation
n1	 mc.lsured
t	 tank
aI
Description of Insulation System
load-Bearina Insulation
The Load-Bearing Insulation (1,81) concept rep-
resented a unique approach to the problem of pro-
viding a high-performance insulation system for
cryogenic propellant tanks. This insulation con-
cept was developed and tested by the Lockheed Mis-
siles and Space Company, Palo Alto Research Labora-
tory under Lockheed Independent Technolog y Progrdnls
and a NASA Lewis Research Center contract NAS3-
17817. The results of the contractual effort were
reported in Ref. 1. This concept, shown in Fit;. 1,
utilised uncoated hollow glass spheres approxi-
mately 0.08 mm (0.003 in.) in direter with tt bulk
densit y of 0.069 g/cc (4.3 lb/ft ) to provide tile•
required barrier to thermal radiation and alto to
provide a poor solid conduction heat transfer path
from the hot boundary to the tank wall. 'rhe hollow
glass spheres were Contained within a lightweight
vacuum jacket Lomeli from 0.08 imn (0.003 in.) thick
321 alloy stainless steel. A wedge design was
formed into the vacuum Jacket to allow the Jacket
to move elastically as the tank will contracted due
to chilldown fern a Cr yogenic tluid or expanded
from tile• subsequent wannup. rill- Jacket was also
stiffened locally within the pattern of wedges to
increase its load-bearing capabilit y without sus-
taining permanent deformation an.: to maintain a
more uniform insulation thickness	 The annular
apace between the tank wall and the vacuum locket
containing till- glass spheres was evaCUate• d, back-
filled with carbon dio4ide, and reevacuated to less
than 1.3 pascal (1'•10 - torr) to reduce the gaseous
conduction mode a1 heat transtet' through the insu-
lation. The hollow glass spheres themselves were
subjected to :a high-tt,ngtl-r.iture vacutun hakeout to
reduce the internal gds pucssurl- to near zero. 	 Cllr
tank wall and the inside surface of Litt, vacuum
jacket were gold-coated to pl'ovlde low vmissiviLv
surfaces to luither reduce the radiation mode .•t
heat transfer.	 rite spacing between the tank wall
and the vacuum jacket was maiutaine.l b y a 1:irgv
number of spring issrnd,lies which consisted of a
slightly compressed stainless steel spring and
throe Kevlar strands to limit Hit , mixinxim oxtension
of the sp y ing.	 rite sp y ing assl*n11 1 110s aided in pre-
venting the migration of glass spheres to any pre-
ferential arras while initiall y tilling till- .innul.ar
space and during .an y vihr.itlon of high, sustained
acceleration ct: y irtnmrnts which till- insulated tank
might he subjl-cte.l to.
During normal operations under ground-hold
conditions and within the earth', .atmosphere, the
atikospheric pressute loadiiig , it the outside st,rlat:e
of the vacuum jacket was Sustained primaril y b y Litt-
hollow glass spheres, and solid conAtiction was till*
primar y nk,dl- al !,eat transler through Litt , tusula-
t Ion . When the ambient pressure surrounding the
Insulated test tank was reduce.! to nvot :vro ( y ae-
uum conditions), the conlprossive lo.Idilig an the
glass spheres was reduced considetahly, and thermal
radiation becank • the dtmtin.ntt mode of heat trans-
for.
site 1.81 nviit'-w was installed .and testl,d on it
1.17-meter (3.8•,-10 di.nneter spheric.il tank using
liquid nitrogen as Litt , cryogenic, test fluid.	 A
photograj,'i of the insulatedl tank, t'rat.l y lot test-
ing, is shown to Fly,.	 A sullnlary of the 1111VNtcal
characteristics of till, insulation SvNtom tN shown
in fable I
	
I11e inn:ul.it loll svNtl-m wri..hl,tl a total
of 15.00 kg (33.07 lb). Of this weight, 5.06 kg
(11.16 lb) was included for the insulation of the
tank support struts. rite strut insulation was not
optimized for the test program conducted and should
not be charged against the basic insulation NVNtem
weight. The resulting basic insulation weight per
unit tank wall area was 2.11 kg/m (0.474 lb/ft ).
Double-Goldized Kapton/Dacr. ,n raft Multilayer
Insulation System
rile Double-Goldized Kapton/Ddcnm rust (DGk/DT)
Multllayer Insulation system was designed to
(1) provide rapid purging of the insulation prior to
loading thetank with it Cryogenic propellant on the
ground, (2) withstand temperatures as high as 450 K
(8lo "R), and ti) he reusable ovet .t total of
100 Ilight Cycles,	 rhis IlINlildtiou aystent design
was developed and tested by Convair Division of Gen-
eral Dynamics under contract to NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center (Contract NASS-=7514), rite results of
this contractual effort were reported in Re[. 2.
rills insulation :s y stem concept, as .harm in Fig. 3,
Incorporated two blankets of multildvel insulation
(MLI), each containing 22 1k,tittle-goldized Kapton ral-
diatioii shields separated b y Dacron mitt spacers (a
proprietary MLI Concept known as Superiloc). The
insuldtion was installed over itherglass-reinforced-
plastic (FRI • ) t.tirutgs located at the top Mid bat-
tont, its well ar. around the gi3O1 near the equator,
of the 2.21 3 motor (7.3 it) diatucter test tank. The
fairings tiacilitated the tiabricatlon ant installa-
tion of the M ILL blankets. Both the gore blankets
and the tlat, circular blankets at the top and bot-
tom t , I till , tank were hcld to place b y ilk-ans of sup-
port ptuN located on the• conical tatrings (as noted
in Detail A) and the girth tairing. 	 rite tairings
also acted is plenum ch.imbers t,tt' till' Ftl,ltu:l: put't;l'
systcut.	 rile helium purge gds was distributed into
the MLI blankets it discrete points by means of
plaSttc put'ge pins .ttt.tchr.l to the tairings .and
penetrating ittl- insulation hldnkets.	 rite insulated
tank was enclosed within as close fitting, FRI` purge
hat; to lunit the t • olu:ut• which hall to be ported still
to reduce the possihiltty of tit,- insul.rtlon bring
contcunillated with dust, water vapor, etc.
ncV M!.. I.lauketS for till' sides "t the tank were
fabricated in 30 degree gore panels as shown in
Fig. 5.	 I'll,- r.tgrs of .adjarrnt goerpanels wl*re but
Led and hell together with plastic twin-pin tasten-
ers (Detail A).	 1'lle p utt ioints bl-tWeeu the gore
p.utels in till' inner .and outl,r MIA bl:nikl,tS t,err olt-
n ct .tpproximaltely 2.5 call (1.11 in.) to reduce the
Possibility of gaps between MLI panels providing it
ItrrCt path for thl*tnnal radiation to reach the tank
wall.
1'ht, helium purge gas disirlhutttm system is
shown ill Fig. ',	 Purge gas teed lines were routed
to each of till- plenum cavities provided by the
tihergioss t.atrt::,.	 ritices in the teed lines
metered the g.IseouS hl-jtu,.. Claw tilt" each Cavity.
Mc plastic purge ptnN disttthuted the purge gas
int o Litt- MLI panl-ls at itscrct, prints.	 F.1ch purge
pin Was slotted to distribute the purge gds evenly
between all at till- radiation shields, this purge
gas dlNtrthutitm s y stl-nl allowed tot' a relatively
high put'gr gas Clow• Tate (up to " purge volunu•N!hr)
to simpl y displacl- till' Lnitial tntl-rNtiti,tl gals
within the MLI blankets within .t rol.itiveiv short
period of Little (approxtnately ti min).
the overall insulation s y stvai.std purge bag
configuration is shown in Fig. 6. The fiberglass
purge bag was fabricated from two layers of 181
style glass cloth preimpregnated with epoxy resin
and was coated on each side by a layer of FEP Tef-
lon. The purge bag was fabricated in two halves
and joined by means of a flanged joint around the
equator of the tank. A Lummary of the physical
characteristics of this insulation system is noted
in Table I. Most of the weight of this system was
for the fiberglass purge bag (43.2 kg (95.3 lb))
and the fairings (29.5 kg (65.0 lb)) while the mul-
Mayer insulation weighed only 14.9 kg (30.8 lb).
The resulting total insulation system weight pier
unit tank wall area was 6.21 kgim` (1.27 lb/ft )
with the purge bag and 3.14 kg/m2 (0.64 lb/ft2)
without the purge bag.
Double-Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net Multilayer
Insulation System
The Double-Aluminized Mylar/Silk Net (DAM/SN)
MLI system tested and reported in Ref.3 was modeled
after a similar insulation system designed to be
used in conjunction with shadow shields acting as
the primary means of thermal protection duripg5 eep-
space missions lasting as long; as 1200 days.	 As
such, the DAM/SN insulation system concept (Fig. 7)
was simplified somewhat and did not provide the most
effective means of thermal protection from a 300 K
(540 OR) temperature environment that was imposed
during the test program. The simplified portions of
the insulation system design included: (1) instal-
lation of MLI around the tank support brackets and
struts, (2) the "Y"-type joint configuration be-
tween some of the MLI panels, and (3) use of nylon
positioning pins to attach the MLI panels to the
tank wall. This insulation system was tested at the
Lewis Research Center to determine (1) the helium
purge characteristica of a MLI system where the ini-
tial interstitial gas within the panels was replaced
with helium primarily by means of gas diffusion,
(2) the degradation in thermal performance due to
simulated flight cycles, and (3) the degradation in
thermal performance due to exposure to a high humi-
dity environment.
The DAM/SN insulation system concept, as shown
in Fig. 7, incorporated two blankets of multilayer
insulation, each containing 15 double-aluminized
Mvlar radiation shields separated b y double silk net
spacers. Fiberglass fairings or cones were used at
the top and bottom of the 1.39-meter (4.57-ft) di-
ameter test tank to facilitate installation of the
MLI blankets. The MLI panels for the top and bot-
tom of the tank were fabricated in the shape of
truncated cones without any seams between the cir-
cular and conical portions of the panels. Nylon
positioning pins adhesively bonded directly to the
tank wall were used Lo properly locate and help sup-
port the MLI gore panels oil 	 sides of the test
tank. Small five-layer MLI panels were used to
cover the ends of the positioning pins around the
equator of the tank.
The details of Lilt, joints between the MLI gore
panels and the conical MLI panels at the top and
bottom of the tank are shown in Fig. 8(a). The MLI
panels in the outer blanket were joined with a stan-
dard butt joint in which the cover sheets overlapped
the joint to reduce the thermal radiation penetra-
ting the joint. The MLI panels in the inner blanket
were joined in a "Y"-LVpv joint which is not as et-
flcient thermally as it butt joint due to the physi-
cal contact between warmer and colder lavers of tn-
sulation. However, the use of this joint configura-
tion allowed the MLI panels to be installed on the
tank more easily. The details of the butt joint be-
tween adjacent MLI gore panels is shown in Fig. 8(b).
The butt joints were again overlapped with the cover
sheets on each side of the MLI blanket. The butt
joints between the inner and outer blankets were off-
set h degrees to again reduce the thermal radiation
penetrating the joints.
The helium purge gas distribution system is
shown in Fig. 9. Helium purge gas was distributed
underneath the MLI gore panels through two purge
rings located adjacent to the tank wall above and be-
low the equator of the tank. The volumes underneath
the upper and lower fiberglass cones were purged
separately through two purge tubes. Purge gas flow
to each purge ring and tube was controlled by a sepa-
rate orifice. Volumetric purge flow rates up to ap-
proximately 37 purge volumes per hour were used. Ap-
proximately 3 hours were required for the initial in-
tersLitial gas concentration to be reduced and for
greater than 99 percent helium concentration to be
achieved everywhere within the MLI blankets. Also
shown in Fig. 9 are the approximate locations of the
nylon positioning pins and the Velcro pile tastener
adhesively bonded to the tank wall that were used to
attach the MLI gore panels to the tank.
The overall insulation system configuration is
shown in Fig. 10. In this MLI system, 60-degree gore
panels were used for the sides of the test tank. The
areas where the tank support brackets penetrated the
MLI gore panels were also covered by tiw same five-
layer MLI panel which covered the positioning pins.
A summary of the physical characteristics of this in-
sulation system is noted in Table I. On the basis of
weight per unit tank wallarea, the DAMISN ML1 system
had the lowest value of 1.92 kg/m 2 (0.393 lb/ftz).
This was due to the minimal use of fiberglass for
fairings anti the elimination of a purge bag as a pdrt
of the overall insulation system.
one interesting aspect of the DAM/SN MLI system
that was mentioned only briefly in Ref. 3 was that
the insulation s ystem was basicall y several years old
prior to the start of the test program and had not
always been handled with the extreme care normally
thought tit 	 required to provide a high-performance
multilaver insulation system. Some brief highlights
of the insulation system history were ar• follows:
I. The MLI gore panels used on the sides of the
test tank had been fabricated, and then sealed in
plastic bags and stored for approximately 30 months.
They were shipped from the west coast to Cleveland,
Ohio, and back to the west coast prior to being in-
st!illed on the test tank. flee materials used in
tabricating the conical MLI panels for the top and
bottom of the tank had been in storage for approxi-
matel y 6 years.
2. The completely insulated tank, enclosed in
sealed plastic bag, was shipped from the west coast
to Cleveland, Ohio, by truck.
3. The insulation s y stem, mounted on the tank
was again stored for an additional IS months, with
the plastic shipping bag removed, in a relatively
clean, relatively low-humidity (20-50 percent) en-
v i ronment .
4. The insulation system was in a shop-
environment with na humidit y control lot* approxi-
IN
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mately 5 months prior to the start of testing
Despite the long storage time and the lack of
any particular care in controlling the environmental
conditions in the months immediately prior to test-
ing, and despite the fact that no high-temperature
vacuum bakoout procedure was used prior testing,
the insulation system still provided good thermal
performance that was close to the value predicted.
ermal Performance Test Result
Ground-Hold Thermal Performance
A comparison of the ground-hold thermal per-
fo mance of two of the three reusable insulation
systems is noted in Table II. No ground-hold ther-
mal performance measurements were made for the DGK/
DT MLI system.
The measured heat input for the LBI system was
295 W (1007 Btu/hr) with the vacuum chamber pressure
at 0.9 atmosphere pressure for safety considera-
tions. The resulting heat flux, based on insulation
surface area, was approximately 67 W/m2 (21.3 Btu/
hr-ft 2 ). Using the information presented in Ref. 1,
this measured heat tlux was corrected for (1) cham-
ber pressure of 1 atmosphere pressure and (2) cold-
side boundary temperature of 20 K (36 OR) for liquid
hydrogen. The resultin4 calculated heat flux was
73 W/m (23.2 Btu/hr-ft"), and the thermal perform-
ance weight criteria (C i ) was 1C.4 W-kg/m (10.7 Btu-
lb/hr-ft").
The measured heat input for the DAM!SN MLI Sys-
tem with 1 atmosphere vacuum chamber pressure and a
liquid hydrogen cold-side boundary temperature was
3845 W (13,130 Btu/hr). The resultinii insulation
heat flux was 562 W/m` (178 Btu/hr-ft-), and the
thermal performance weight criteria (C i ) was
967 W-kg/m4 (b2.8 Btu-Ib/hr-ft4).
these values of heat flux and thermal perform-
ance weight criteria indicate that the LBI system
does provide much better ground-hold thermal per-
formance than a helium purged MLI system; the ther-
mal performance weight criteriai for the DAM/SN MLI
system was 5.9 times that for the Llii System.
ace-Hold Thermal Performance
A comparison of the spare-hold thermal perform-
ance test results for thethree insulation s y stems is
shown in Table III for the insulation system boundary
temperatures as noted. The insulation systemeffec-
tive thermal conductivit y (KC)was calculated using
the heat input (Q i )attrihuted to only the insulation
system (excluding that attributed to the penetra-
tions and tank support struts). Tht effective ther-
mal eonduttivities for the tw-, I'M systems were rela-
tively close (=810 -5 W/m-k (4.F.10 -5 Btu/hr-ft-OR))
while the conductivity for the LBI system wasapprox-
imately eight times greater. 1'he values of the ther-
mal performance weight cri t eria, based on either in-
sulation or tank surface area, indicated that one or
the other of the MLI s y s • ems provided the lowest val-
ues depending on whether nr not the purge hag weight
was included for the DGK/Di `t L1 system.
A comparison of the expected space-hold thermal
performance for c'ommen boundary temperatures (I'll
291 K (524 OR) and 1' t: - 20 K (36 oR)) is shown in
Table IV for the three insulation systems. The
basic insulation heat input was corrected on the ba-
sis of solid conduction and thermal radiation heat
transfer equations presented in Refs. I and 6 for
the LB1 and DAM/SN insulation systems, respectively.
The seam heat input for the DAM/SN insulation system
was corrected on the basis of information presented
in Ref.7 . The other heat inputs were corrected from
ratios of the temperature ditfcrencea involved. No
Significant changes in the values of effective ther-
mal conductivity from those presented in Table III
were noted, and the relative ranking of the insula-
tion systems on the basis of the thermal performance
and weight criteria remained unchnnged.
Reusabilitv
All three insulation systems were subjected to
a series of tests simulating the typical flight cycle
environmental conditions expected during a apace mis-
sion starting from launch from the surface of the
earth and returning. 	 the tlight cycle included the
Initial ground-hold and propellant loadingconditions,
the launch pressure decay during chamberpumpdown to
vacuum conditions, the space-hold (vacuum) condi-
tions, and the repressurization of the vacuum cham-
ber back to 1 atmosphere pressure. Spare-hold ther-
mal performance data was obtained periodically
throughout the test series for each insulation Sys-
tem. The heat flux and the resulting change in the
thermal pertormance (compared with the initial test)
attributed to the insulation system (corrected for
common boundary temperatures, TH
	
291 K (524 oR)
and TC = 20 K (3b OR)) are shower in Figs. II(a)
and (b), respectively. This comparison indicated
that the LBI system would have the highest heat flux
but exhibited a relatively stable thermal perform-
ance for seven flight cycles. There appeared to be
c b.7-percent degradation in the space-hold thermal
performance thr o ugh the tit's[ seven flight cycle.,
although this was attributed to experimental uncer-
tainty rather than environme>(tall y induced dt• grada-
tion of the Dial performance.
the D(.K/DT MLI system provided the lowest heat
tlux of the three insulation s y stems. However, the
heat input attributed to this MLI System Suffered an
initial thermal performance degradation of 37.5 per-
cent through the 50 th Might cycle. This depredation
was due primarily to structural failure of three
twin-pin links allowing three seams between gore pan-
els to separate slightiv. Alter rtpair, the thenaal
performance improved but then degraded again prior to
the end of the test program. A post-test examination
of the MLI system revealed two more broken twin-pin
links and sane localized areas where the seams be-
tween adjacent MLI panels had opened up slightly.
The DAM/SN MLI system provided a somewhat higher
heat flux than the DKG/DT MLI system but exl,ihited a
maximum thermal pertormance degradation of less than
14 percent through the 12 th flight cycle. Repeated
exposure ..t this MLI s ystem to a 100-percent relative
humidity environment for periods of time ranging from
2 hours to as long as 8 weeks resulted in a maxinKim
increase of the heat flux of less than 24 percent.
The thermal pertormance tor the last space-hold ther-
mal performance test was restored to within l; per-
cent of the initial thermal performance of the MLI
system (Q i /A t - 1.24 Will 	 (0.39i Btu/hr-tt')) tol-
lowing a 5-day vacuum soak at ambient room temper-
ature. A post-test examination of the MLI system
revealed that no structural damage had occurred,
and measurement "t the emissivity of the radiation
shields indicated that no degradation trom pre-
test measurenents h.td occurred.
;;^.l
Overall, it appeared that a multilayer insula-
tion system utilizing double-aluminized Mylar ra-
diation shields with silk net spacers could be sub-
jected to high-humidity environments without de-
grading the nominal thermal performance more than
24 percent. It must be assumed that the MLI system
would be purged with helium for some time prior to
loading cryogenic propellants on the ground, and
that the MLI system is designed to allow adequate
venting of the interstitial purge gas during the
launch and insertion into earth orbit. And since
it is generally accepted that aluminized Mylar and
silk netting are insulation materials that are par-
ticularly susceptible to moisture (e.g., Ref. 6),
the use, of Kapton (either aluminized or goldized)
radiation shields and some other spacer material
(e.g., Dacron or Nylon) should provide an insula-
tion system that would have even less degradation
of its thermal performance after xposure to a
high-humidity environment.
The LBI system avoids the problems of thermal
degradation due to the presence of moisture. How-
ever, it does have unique problems of its own that
must be recognized when assessing the reusability
of the LBI system. These include: (1) maintenance
of a low pressure (=l pascal) (1x10 - torn) within
the vacuum jacket under ambient temperature ground
conditions with a residual gas that can be cryo-
pumped on the tank wall when the cryogenic propel-
lant is loaded, (2) complete filling of the vacuum
jacket annulus with glass spheres so that voids do
not occur at some later point in time, and (3) min-
imum breakage of the glass spheres during the life
of the insulation system.
Comparison of Insulation Systems for a
Common Space Mission
The three insulation systems, as tested, were
not optimized for any common space mission, and it
is, therefore, not proper to evaluate the weight
and thermal performance of one system against
another on that basis. Part of the required work
effort in contract NAS3-17817 performed by the
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company was to opti-
mize both the LBI and DGK/DT MLI systems for a 163-
hour, multiburn space mission using the Option 2
Cryogenic Space Tug design requirements noted in
Ref. 8. The stated performance goals for the liq-
uid hydrogen tank, for example, along with the in-
sulation system weights and resulting thermal per-
formance as presented in Ref. I are summarized in
Table V. The resulting LBI system was 2.0 cm
(0.79 in.) thick and weighed 180.4 kg ;397.7 lb).
The total prorated weight (including the prorated
liquid hydrogen boiloff) was 295.1 kg (650.6 lb).
The optimized DGK/DT MLI system was 2.7 cm
(0.91 in.) thick and weighed 339.8 kg (749.1 lb).
The total prorated weight for this MLI system was
365.2 kg (805.1 lb). Although the LBI system was
the lighter of the two insulation systems by a sub-
stantial margin (70.1 kg (154.5 lb)), both insula-
tion system total prorated weight est...:ates greatly
exceeded the performance goal of 127.1 kg (280.2
lb). However, two assumptions used in determining
the optimized DGK/DT MLI system weight for the Op-
tion 2 Space Tug may be subjected to some question.
1. :he fiberglass fairing weight was scaled up
from that used in the test program primarily on the
basis of the ratio of the tank surface areas. This
appears to be unreasonable from the standpoint that
(1) the top and bottom conical fairings would not
be required to cover the entire ends of the Space
Tug LH2 tank as was done for the test tank and
(2) the girth fairing (or fairings) could probably
be fairly widely separated on the Space Tug LH2 tank
without influencing the time required to purge the
insulation system drastically.
2. The insulation system configuration where
the fiberglass purge bag completely encapsulated the
LH 2 tank could be simplified by allowing the struc-
tural akin of the Space Tug to act as the purge en-
closure around the cylindrical section of the tank.
This concept would require only a fiberglass purge
enclosure at the top and bottom of the tank as shown
in Fig. 12. The purge enclosure would be used pri-
marily to contain the purge gas within a specified
volume and to keep the cold ground-hold environment
away from electronic equipment, for example.
The revised weight estimates for the DGK/DT MLI
system to account for these two modifications are
noted in the fourth column of Table V. The total
prorated weight estimate of 197.4 kg (435.2 lb) was
considerably lighter than either of the two previous
weight estimates and was also muct , closer to the
performance goal of 127.1 kg (280.2 lb).
The weight estimates shown in Table V for the
DAM/SN MLI system were not optimized in a manner
similar to that for the LBI and DGK/DT MLI systems.
The basic insulation weight was scaled up on a
weight per unit tank area basis assuming the same
insulation thickness as actually tested. The pro-
rated liquid hydrogen boiloff rate was simply calcu-
lated on the basis of the measured thermal perform-
ance of the DAM/SN MLI system for both the ground-
hold and space-hold orbital environmental condi-
tions. The total prorated weight estimate for the
DAM/SN MLI system of 243.4 kg (536.6 lb) still indi-
cates, however, that it would be lighter than the
LBI system but heavier than the modified DGK/DT MLI
system.
Concluding Remarks
Three reusable insulation systems suitable for
use on cryogenic propellant tanks of space vehicles
were tested and evaluated in three separate NASA-
sponsored programs. The space-hold (vacuum) thermal
performance was experimentally measured during a
series of cyclic tests simulating complete flight
cycles that a reusable earth-based space vehicle
would be subjected to.
i1ie best insulation system on the basis of
space-hold thermal performance was the multilayer
insulation (MLI) system composed of double-goldized
Kapton radiation shields with Dacron tuft spacers
(DGK/DT MLI system). This insulation system also
incorporated a rigid fiberglass-reinforced-plastic
(FRP) purge bag to contain the helium purge gas and
protect the insulation from any effects of moisture
or other types of contamination that might be pres-
ent in the ground environment. If the weight of the
purge bag, and other FRP fairings installed on the
tank wall, proposed in the original design could be
substantially reduced, the DGK/DT MLI system would
also have the lowest total weight (including the
prorated liquid hydrogen boiloff). The goldized re-
ficctive surfaces on the radiation shields provided
very low emissivity surfaces to reduce radiation
heat transfer. The Kapton polymide film provided a
high-temperature capability (up to 70 K (1206 OR)),
and would also be likely to provide a relatively low
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moisture absorption capability. The Dacron tuft
spacers provided for widely separated radiation
shields for ease of purging and venting of the
purge gas, and low solid conclortion heat transfer.
The disadvantages of this system were primarily the
high cost of the basic materials ani fabrication,
and the difficulty of forming the radiation shields
to conform to double -curved surfaces (if required).
The other multilayer insulation system tested
that utilized double-aluminized Mylar radiation
shields and double silk net spacers (DAM/SN) rep-
resented an insulation system configuration that
was not designed to provide the most effective
thermal protection from an ambient room temperature
environment under vacuum conditions. In addition,
this insulation was not always handled and stored
with the extreme care normally thought to be re-
quired to provide a high-performance multilayer in-
sulation system. And despite the fact that no
long-duration, high-temperature vacuum bake-out
procedure was used prior to testing, the DAM/SN in-
sulation system still provided good space-hold
thermal performance that was only slightly poorer
than the DGK/DT MLI system. Repeated thermal cy-
cling caused a degradation of less than 14 percent
in the thermal performance. Deliberate, repeated
exposure to a high-humidity enviro:unent for periods
of time as long as 8 weeks resulted in a degrada-
tion in the thermal performance of iess than 24 per-
cent. The DAM/SN 11LI system also offers many of
the same advantages as the DGK/1`T MLI system with
the following exceptions: (1) lower maximum ser-
vice temperature (420 K (756 OR)) and (2) higher
weight per unit area due to the presence of the
silk net spacer. However, the DAM/SN MLI can be
formed more easily to the contour of double-curved
surfaces, if required, and the material and fabri-
cation costs are lower.
The load-bearing insulation (LBI) system uti-
lizing the hollow glass spheres contained within a
flexible stainless steel vacuum jacket provided
better thermal performance/weight characteristics
for a 163-hour space-mission than the MLI systems
when the "as-tested" weights of the MLI systems
were scaled up to a "full-sized" W2 tank. If the
purge bag and fairing; weights of the MLI systems
could be reduced or eliminated, the MLI systems
showed a weight advantage over the LBI system.
However, the LBI system offers some unique poten-
tial advantages for cases where:	 (1) a relatively
passive (no purging) insulation is desirable,
(2) frequent excursions through the atmosphere or
long durations of ground-hold conditions are re-
quired, and (3) high-temperature service is re-
quired.
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TABLE I. - COMPARISON OF INSULATION SYSTEM AREAS AND HEIGHTS AS TESTED
Insulation nystom
Type Lai DGK/DT DAM/SN
Insulation thickness	 (t d. M 0.0133 0.038 0.019
Area (A i ), M2 4.42 16.5 6.84
Oblate
Test tank Sphere spheroid Sphere
Diameter, m 1.17 2.23 1.39
Surface area, m2 4.30 14.1 6.12
Insulation system w.-_gnt , 	114
Fiberglass fairitig • or cones ------- 29.56 2.86
Vacuum jacket or purge bag ;9.11 43.23 ------
Ion pumps or purge ` p ing .36 .92 .41
Insulation (microspheres or MLI) b5.53 13.97 8.51
Total weight,	 kg 15.00 87.57 11.78
Basic insulation syltem weight
per unit area,	 kg/m
W /A
i	 1
2.25 c5.31 1.72
d2.69
W /A
L t
2.31 .6.21 1.42
d3.14
a Includes 4.29 kg for non-optimized vacuum jackets enclosing tank
support struts.
b Includes 0.77 kg for microsphere insulation for tank support struts.
d•With purge bag.
-liithout purge bag.
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Figure 1. - Load bearing insulation :stem concept.
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